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Abstract. To lower both implementation time and cost, many Business
Process Management tools use process templates to implement highly
recurring processes. However, in order for such templates to be used, a
process has to adhere substantially to the template. Therefore, current
practice for processes which deviate more than marginally is to either
manually implement them at high costs, or for the business to inflex-
ibly comply to the template. In this paper, we describe a tool which
demonstrates a variability based solution to process template definition.

Template utilization is a well known practice in the BPM domain. As an at-
tempt to lower development time and costs, the practice is not without issues.
One such an issue is that processes must adhere significantly to the template in
order to achieve the goal of lowering implementation costs. We argue that the
introduction of variability to BPM will provide solutions to this and other well
known BPM issues [2]. When introduced to the BPM domain, variability indi-
cates that parts of a business process remain either open to change, or not fully
defined, in order to support different versions of the same process depending on
the intended use or execution context [3]. In this paper, we briefly illustrate a
modelling tool demonstrating a variability based solution to process template
definition. The tool itself is based upon the Eclipse GMF framework and sup-
ports modelling of business processes using the BPMN notation. By extending
the BPMN notation with the graphical elements of Process Variability: Declar-
ative’n’Imperative (PVDI), the process modeller is provided with a large degree
of template reusability and design flexibility. See [4] for a detailed description.

As an example, consider that the Netherlands consists of a total of 418 highly
different municipalities which all have to implement the same services and laws
created by the national government. These services and laws however may be im-
plemented at the municipality’s own discretion with regard to local requirements.
One law which is highly subject to local needs is the WMO (Wet maatschappeli-
jke ondersteuning, Social Support Act, 2006), a law which allows citizens with
physical problems to be part of the community by providing wheelchairs, help at
home, and home improvements. Figure 1 illustrates the tool used to implement
and validate a variant of the WMO process found at a local municipality. Using
domain specific information, in this case processes found at several municipalities,
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a process designer can implement a template. This template may range from be-
ing either a set of activities to a fully implemented business process. The process
designer then introduces a number of PVDI constraints [4] to the template by in-
cluding extra flows and groups in the business process model. In this case included
were a frozen group (I), which allows no changes to its contents, a parallel link (H)
and a number of constraint flows (A through G) which enforce elements or groups
to follow each other either eventually (A,B,C,E,F,G) or immediately (D), and in
a path (A,B,E,F,G) or all paths (C,D). From the finished template variants can
then be created and validated. When creating variants a designer may adapt any-
thing in the template except the PVDI elements. When ready, the variant can be
validated regarding its compliance with the constraints defined within the tem-
plate, and any element detecting problems within the variant will display an error
(D,G). All the while, the complications of the underlying logic used for validation
is hidden from the designer through the easy to understand graphical PVDI el-
ements. The details of each of the elements used and their underlying validation
logic can be found in [4]. Furthermore, a more detailed description of this entire
life-cycle is available as a video at [1].

In this paper, we illustrated a tool which implements a new process template
design technique offering high process design reusability and flexibility, while
hiding underlying complexity via simple well understood design elements.

Fig. 1. Screenshot: Validating a variant
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